
BERLIN: German national Sabrina Dinkler-Stemme said
she was treated like a “criminal” as she stepped off a
flight from Britain and found herself blocked at Hanover
airport. “I was completely encircled by the police. I was
outside in the rain. We could not move because we were
blocked with another 70 passengers,” she recounted her
ordeal on Sunday evening.

Dinkler-Stemme had been on one of the last flights
from Britain to arrive in Germany before a temporary ban
kicked in from midnight stopping arrivals from the United
Kingdom after a new strain of coronavirus was detected
there. “There was no information given to us except a
police officer who told me: ‘it’s your fault, you knew and
you still took the flight’,” said Dinkler-Stemme.

British travellers still flying into Germany on Sunday
were prevented from leaving the airport, with health offi-
cials and nurses-some dressed in hazmat suits-adminis-
tering immediate COVID-19 tests.

The measures hit those arriving in Hanover from
Britain, who were kept overnight in the airport and were
not allowed to leave until they received a negative test
result yesterday morning. The terminal’s officials set up
camp beds to help passengers spend the night.

Among the stranded travellers, the atmosphere was
tense. “We are at Hanover airport and we are held against
our will, we were tested and were prohibited from leaving
the premises while awaiting the results,” said Manuela
Thomys, in a video shared online by German daily Bild. 

Groups of people including a nine-month-old baby
can be seen in the clip. “Please help us leave!” Thomys
says. “We’re all exhausted, many people are crying.
Everyone’s talking to their family members. It’s really an
uncomfortable situation when all we want to do it to go
home,” said another passenger who only gave her name
as Sophie.

157 blocked in Frankfurt 
Local authorities have apologized for the inconven-

ience caused ahead of Christmas.

“Our aim is to prevent the new variant of the virus
from entering the region,” Hanover health official Andreas
Kranz explained to German news wire DPA. The passen-
gers were finally allowed to leave on yesterday morning
as results came in, with one person testing positive, the
city of Hanover said in a statement. Further tests will be
carried out to see if the positive test is of the new mutant
strain.

The affected passenger and others who were accom-
panying the individual were taken to their residence
where they are to be quarantined, the city added. Similar
scenes were unfolding in other German airports, includ-
ing Frankfurt where 157 people arriving from Britain and
South Africa-where the mutant strain of the virus has also
been detected-are blocked.

“We took care of them by distributing camp beds,
drinks and food,” sai Christian Engel, a spokesman at the

airport. Around half of the group have been tested and
are awaiting their results while tests are ongoing for the
remaining passengers, said police. Germany reported a
record in daily new infections on Thursday, surpassing
the 30,000 mark for the first time, and has recorded a
total of 24,125 deaths. Scientists first discovered the new
strain of the virus-which they believe is 70 percent more
transmissible-in a patient in September.

But alarm bells were set ringing across Europe last
week as the strain appeared to be raging in parts of
Britain. Europe last week became the first region in the
world to pass 500,000 deaths from Covid-19 since the
pandemic began a year ago. A spokeswoman for the
World Health Organization told AFP that “across
Europe, where transmission is intense and widespread,
countries need to redouble their control and prevention
approaches.” —AFP 
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Tense atmosphere for British 
passengers at German airports

‘I was treated like a criminal’, says German woman at Hanover airport

British travellers still flying into Germany on Sunday were prevented from leaving the airport, with health officials
and nurses-some dressed in hazmat suits-administering immediate COVID-19 tests.

US looking ‘very 
carefully’ at new 
virus variant
WASHINGTON: US authorities are looking “very
carefully” into the virus variant spreading in the United
Kingdom, top health officials said Sunday, while indi-
cating that a ban on UK travel was not currently in the
cards. The news came as a US expert panel recom-
mended those aged 75 and older should be the next
vaccinated against the virus, along with 30 million
“frontline essential workers,” including teachers, gro-
cery store employees and police.

Addressing the virus variant, Moncef Slaoui, chief
advisor to the government’s Operation Warp Speed
vaccine program, told CNN’s “State of the Union” that
US officials “don’t know yet” if it is present in the
country. “We are, of course... looking very carefully
into this,” including at the National Institutes of Health
and the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, he said.

At the moment, he said, no strain of the virus
appears to be resistant to the vaccines available.

“This particular variant in the UK, I think, is very
unlikely to have escaped the vaccine immunity,” Slaoui
said. “I don’t think there’s any reason for alarm right
now,” agreed Admiral Brett Giroir, the US official over-
seeing coronavirus testing, when asked about the new
variant on ABC’s “The Week.”

Asked whether the United States was likely to fol-
low the example of European countries that have sus-
pended flights from the United Kingdom, Giroir
replied: “I really don’t believe we need to do that yet.”
Nearly eight million more COVID-19 vaccine doses
are to ship across the United States on Monday, Slaoui
told CNN-two million of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
and 5.9 million of the Moderna shot that was green-
lighted on Friday. The first Moderna shot was “most
likely to be tomorrow morning,” he said.

Outbreak may get worse 
The US Centers for Disease Control says 2.8 million

vaccine doses were distributed over the past week,
while 556,208 doses were administered. While Vice
President Mike Pence has done so publicly, and
President-elect Joe Biden is to do so later, President
Donald Trump has so far not indicated he will take the
vaccine any time soon.  With vaccine skepticism a con-
cern, Giroir encouraged Trump to do so for his own
health-”and also to generate more confidence among
the people who follow him so closely.”

More than 316,000 people have been killed by
COVID-19 in the United States, with new daily infec-
tions regularly topping 200,000 and deaths hovering
at around 3,000 people every 24 hours.

With vaccines on the move there is light at the end
of the tunnel-but Slaoui warned the situation will “get
worse” before it gets better, citing a surge after
Thanksgiving and the coming year-end holidays. Later
in the day, a US Centers for Disease Control advisory
panel voted to recommend which groups should be in
the second wave of vaccinations after initial doses
focused on frontline health-care workers and the eld-
erly in nursing homes.—AFP

Touadera is touted as the likely winner in the presidential
election, but his government only controls a third of CAR
territory

Not too late to curb 
new strain: Virus 
mutation tracker
GENEVA: It is not too late for Europe to contain the
new variant of COVID-19 exploding in southeast
England, a top coronavirus mutation tracker said.
However, there is a fair chance that the strain is already
circulating under the radar in other countries, said Emma
Hodcroft.

The US-British molecular epidemiologist, based at
the University of Bern, is a co-developer on the
Nextstrain project, analyzing SARS-CoV-2 sequences
from around the world to monitor variations that emerge.
The expert has been tracking the current British and
South African mutations.

Is it too late to contain the new mutation? 
Hodcroft: “On a European level, I don’t think so.

“There’s a fair chance that there are more cases of this
variant across Europe that we just haven’t detected yet.

“Low levels of this variant might still be containable.
If it’s in a few people and those people are doing a good
job, following the guidelines, wearing a mask, then it
might not spread further. “So it is worth trying to keep
the number of people with this variant down, because
that does help us to contain it through other measures.

“If this variant has increased transmissibility, as scien-
tists in Britain seem to really think it does, the best way
to counter that is, unfortunately, with the same measures
that we take now.”

Can it be contained in Britain?
“Within the UK it’s tougher because it’s much harder

to draw the lines. “Belgium can say things like ‘No British
flights can land here’. In Britain, it’s not really possible to
say, ‘everyone in London, we’re closing the roads, you
cannot leave’. “I’m not saying that it’s not still worth try-
ing, but it is going to be hard to keep it contained just in
southeast England, particularly with Christmas around
the corner.”

Should travel from Britain be stopped?
“Countries should be making careful considerations

and really thinking hard over the next few days about
what measures, if any, they want to impose on British
travel. “I would hope everyone’s thinking about it, what-

ever decision they come to.”
How does travel impact on spreading variants? 
“Unfortunately, from what we know about, for exam-

ple, the Spanish variant spreading through the European
summer, we know that travel and holiday activities can
really transmit the virus or variants of the virus incredi-
bly effectively. “It becomes a question of how long do
you wait... trying to keep that balance of not acting to
early but knowing that if you wait too late, you might
have missed the chance to contain the spread.”

Did the mutation start in Britain? 
“The UK is the world leader in sequencing. So if

there’s a variant and it gets to the UK, it has a good
chance of being detected there. “By chance, if you were
pulling sequences from Europe out of a hat, with the
most probability you’d pick a UK sequence. “Even
though we may not be able to say for sure that it started
in the UK, it does look like it expanded there.”

How does stopping the virus 
spreading affect mutation? 

“We can never stop the virus mutating. But we can
put the odds in our favor when we keep those case num-
bers down. “The less virus there is circulating, the less
chance it has of getting into different people with differ-
ent immune systems, with different vaccination history.
“And so we reduce the chance that it ends up some-
where where it’s able to get some mutations that maybe
are bad news for humans.”

What can sequencing tell us? 
“The most reliable way to detect the presence of this

variant is through sequencing. “It’s through sequencing
that we can see something start to behave differently.
“The main thing is tracking these different variants and
trying to identify are any of these variants indicative of
something worrying, like increased transmission or
resistance to a vaccine or worse clinical outcomes?

“This is almost certainly not going to be the last vari-
ant that we’re interesting in knowing where it is and how

Nationalists win 
vote in Bosnia’s 
divided Mostar
SARAJEVO: Nationalist parties have won a weekend
election in Mostar, the Bosnian city that symbolizes the
communal splits and broken politics that have haunted
the country since the 1990s war. Sunday’s vote was the
first local election in 12 years in Mostar, which remains
divided on ethnic lines between predominately Catholic
Croats and Muslim Bosniaks.

The main Croat party the HDZ won in the city’s
Croat zones and was also leading across Mostar, with
more than 37 percent of the vote, according to prelimi-
nary results announced by the electoral commission
yesterday. The country’s main Bosniak coalition, led by
the Muslim Party of Democratic Action (SDA), was trail-
ing behind with 29 percent.

The city of 100,000 people has not had a local vote
since 2008 because the two parties could not agree on
the legalities around organizing an election. Contact
between the two communities in Mostar-which is
known for its historic World Heritage Site Old Bridge-
are still minimal in what was once the former
Yugoslavia’s most cosmopolitan city. According to HDZ

head Dragan Covic, the candidate who headed the par-
ty’s election list, Mostar doctor Mario Kordic will
become mayor.

“We want to transform Mostar into a European
town, that is the message for all Mostar’s inhabitants,
regardless of their nationality,” Covic said Sunday.

The new mayor will be elected by the 35-seat
municipal council that should be formed after the results
are confirmed, which could take several weeks.  The two
nationalist parties have run the city together without
interruption since the end of Bosnia’s 1992-1995 war
which left 100,000 people dead. —AFP

Russia, Rwanda 
send troops to 
C Africa after 
alleged coup bid
BANGUI: The Central African Republic said yester-
day that Russia and Rwanda had sent in hundreds of
troops after an alleged attempted coup ahead of
weekend elections. The government in CAR, one of the
world’s poorest and most unstable countries, on
Saturday accused former president Francois Bozize of
fomenting a would-be putsch by three rebel groups.

The three groups on Friday started to advance on
the capital Bangui along key highways after declaring
an alliance, the government said.  The UN peacekeep-
ing force MINUSCA announced on Sunday that the
rebels had been stopped or pushed back and the situ-
ation was “under control”. “Russia has sent several
hundred soldiers and heavy weapons” under a bilateral
cooperation agreement, government spokesman Ange
Maxime Kazagui said.

“The Rwandans have also sent several hundred men
who are on the ground and have started fighting.”

Rwanda’s defense ministry confirmed the deploy-
ment. It said the move was in response to the targeting
of its troops in the 11,500-strong MINUSCA by rebels
supported by Bozize, who ruled the CAR from 2003 to
2013. No details were given about the deployment, but
the ministry said it would “also contribute to ensure a
peaceful and secure general elections scheduled on
Sunday”. MINUSCA’s Rwandan contingent is notably
in charge of the security of CAR President Faustin-
Archange Touadera and the presidential palace.

Russian role 
There was no immediate confirmation from

Moscow about the Russian deployment although the
Kremlin said the situation in the country was of “seri-
ous concern”. Moscow has been leading a vast diplo-
matic and financial offensive in the former French
colony since 2018 in return for concessions to Russian
firms to exploit minerals, particularly gold and dia-
monds. Private security guards employed by Russian
companies also provide protection for Touadera and
are involved in training of local armed forces. The
alleged coup was mounted by three of the country’s
most powerful militias. They said they had merged into
a single entity called “the Coalition for Patriots for
Change” and invited all other groups to join.

They began heading down the country’s main high-
ways towards Bangui, according to the government.
MINUSCA spokesman Vladimir Monteiro said late
Sunday they had been pushed back in several loca-
tions or blocked, and “the situation is under control.”

But security and humanitarian sources said some
members of the armed groups were still on the ground
around Bossembele, around 150 kilometres (90 miles)
from Bangui. The so-called G5+ group-France, Russia,
the US, the EU and the World Bank-urged Bozize and
allied armed groups to lay down their arms and called
for the presidential and parliamentary elections to go
ahead on Sunday.—AFP

German man gets 
life in jail for 
anti-Semitic rampage
MAGDEBURG, Germany: A German court yesterday
handed down a life sentence to the assailant behind a
deadly far-right attack last year that nearly became the
country’s worst anti-Semitic atrocity since World War
II. A bolted door at the synagogue in the eastern city
of Halle with 52 worshippers inside marking Yom
Kippur, the holiest day of the Jewish year, was the only
thing that prevented the heavily armed attacker from
carrying out a planned bloodbath.

After failing to storm the temple on October 9,
2019, Stephan Balliet, 28, shot dead a female passer-by
and a man at a kebab shop. “Without that famous rein-
forced door, he would have committed a massacre,”
presiding judge Ursula Mertens said as she read out
the verdict.

During his five-month trial, Balliet denied the
Holocaust in open court-a crime in Germany-and
expressed no remorse to those targeted, many of
whom were co-plaintiffs in the case. He was convicted
of two counts of murder and multiple counts of
attempted murder in a case that has deeply rattled the
country and fuelled fears about rising right-wing
extremism and anti-Jewish violence, 75 years after the
end of the Nazi era.The prosecution had demanded a
life sentence for Balliet. The defense team asked
Mertens only for a “fair sentence”.—AFP

MOSTAR: Voters wait in line as they arrive prior to cast-
ing their vote for local elections in Mostar, southern
Bosnia and Herzegovina, on Sunday. — AFP


